Forms for WCC Journalism and Creative Media courses

Form 1  Assumption of Risk and Release / Emergency Contact Information
         To be signed by students at the start of the term

Form 2  Student Works Copyright Agreement
         To be signed by students at the start of the term

Form 3A WCC Journalism Lab Access Policy and Procedures
         To be distributed to students once equipment is introduced

Form 3B WCC Journalism Lab Access Policy and Procedures Agreement and
         WCC Music Library Agreement
         To be signed by students once equipment is introduced

Form 4  WCC Journalism Lab Borrower Agreement
         To be signed by students once equipment is introduced

Form 5  WCC Journalism Lab Equipment Loan Slip
         To be signed by students each time equipment is borrowed

Form 6A Personal Release
         To be used for persons appearing in student work

Form 6B Location Release
         To be used when filming on private property

Form 6C Materials Release
         To be used for third-party materials appearing in student work

Form 6D Music Release
         To be used for music in student work